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Observables sensitive to top quark polarization are important for characterizing or even
discovering new physics. The most powerful spin analyzer in top decay is the down-type
fermion from the W , which in the case of leptonic decay allows for very clean measurements.
However, in many applications it is useful to measure the polarization of hadronically de-
caying top quarks. Usually it is assumed that at most 50% of the spin analyzing power can
be recovered in this case. This paper introduces a simple and truly optimal hadronic spin
analyzer, with a power of 64% at leading order. The improvement is demonstrated to be
robust at next-to-leading order, and in a handful of simulated measurements including the
spins and spin correlations of boosted top quarks from multi-TeV tt¯ resonances, the spins of
semi-boosted tops from chiral stop decays, and the potentially CP-violating spin correlations
induced in continuum tt¯ by color dipole operators. For the boosted studies, we explore jet
substructure techniques that exhibit improved mapping between subjets and quarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polarization serves as a unique tool for studying top quark production mechanisms. As
the only quark that decays before it can be depolarized by soft QCD, the top gives us
direct access to its spin state through its decay angle patterns [1–3]. In addition to the net
polarization, which can be induced by new chiral interactions or chiral particle decays, the
spin correlations between top quarks in pair-production events exhibit a rich structure [4–8].
The ability to view top production not just in terms of raw rate, but as a set of individual
polarized processes, has been exploited repeatedly in proposals for new physics searches
and categorization strategies (e.g., [8–30]), and the spin correlations in QCD tt¯ production
have recently been observed experimentally [31–33]. As the LHC increases in energy and
luminosity, we will have the opportunity to scan both the net polarization and correlations
over a broad swath of energies. Further ahead, top quark polarization measurements will
be an important aspect of future lepton and hadron accelerator programs. Given the clear
utility of these kinds of measurements, and despite their extensive previous study, the goal
of this paper is to step back and ask whether they might still be systematically improved. As
we will find, there are indeed some nontrivial gains that may be achieved when measuring
the polarization of top quarks that decay hadronically, gains which so far appear not to have
been exploited.
In principle, the best way to estimate the spin of a top quark, relative to some prespecified
quantization axis, is to focus on leptonic decays. Because of the V − A current structure
of the weak interaction, the charged lepton is a “perfect” spin analyzer, in the sense that
a 100% polarized top quark will imprint a maximal linear bias on the lepton’s decay angle
distribution, as measured in the top’s rest frame. While this property nominally prefers
measurements made with leptonic tops, there are two major disadvantages that complicate
the accounting. First, leptonic decay rates are small, an effect that is especially felt when
we are measuring correlations and require both tops to be leptonic. Second, leptonic de-
cays inevitably lose some kinematic information from the neutrino. This is again especially
felt in dileptonic correlations, as reconstruction of the individual top rest frames and the
precise production kinematics becomes difficult and ambiguous. Production of tops in new
physics processes with additional neutrinos or other invisible particles leads to similar kine-
matic complications, even for pairs of tops in the l+jets decay channel. For these reasons,
hadronically-decaying tops are often considered for use in polarimetry, despite the fact that
the analog of the lepton, namely the down-type quark, effectively loses its identity upon
reconstruction as a jet or subjet. Hadronic tops are also obviously “messier” due to parton
showering and hadronization, but hadronic top kinematic reconstructions at the LHC are
by now routine in both threshold and boosted production regimes (e.g., [34–37]).
While hadronic measurements can never be as good in principle as idealized leptonic ones,
there are standard ways to salvage some of the spin sensitivity. The simplest option is to
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pick the b-quark direction as the spin analyzer, or equivalently the direction of the hadronic
W -boson. This yields a spin sensitivity about 40% as large as what was achievable with
leptons. However, the identity of the down-type quark is not actually completely lost. W
bosons in top decay are produced on average with negative helicity, favoring the down-type
quark to be emitted closer to the b-quark. The light-quark closer to the b-quark is also
the softer of the two W decay products when viewed in the top rest frame. Therefore, by
boosting into the top rest frame and picking the light-quark jet that is better-aligned with
the b-jet or is less energetic, the chance of guessing correctly is biased in our favor. Using
such a procedure bumps up the spin analyzing power to 50% of the lepton’s. This has at
least tacitly been considered the most sensitive available choice for hadronic top decays.
Though at first glance, it may seem that the best that we can do is to pick the jet with
the highest chance of having come from the down-type quark, here we show that we can
in fact do better by using simple weighted sums of the two light-quark jets’ unit vectors.
When we chose these weights to be equal to the individual probabilities of coming from the
down-quark, we obtain an optimal hadronic polarimeter with analyzing power of 64% at
leading order, or approximately the W boson’s velocity relative to the speed of light in the
top rest frame.
As we will see, it is impossible to build a more powerful hadronic top spin analyzer
direction at quark-level. However, the question then arises whether this observation can be
translated into gains in the performance of realistic measurements at jet- or subjet-level.
We take the opportunity to address this question under a number of different conditions,
first using simple simulations of individual top decays at leading and next-to-leading order
(NLO), and then moving on to complete LHC event simulations. We pay particular attention
to boosted top production, as the viable scale of new physics continues to be pushed up in
many scenarios. In doing so, we develop modified jet substructure algorithms that provide
improved reconstruction of the 3-body top decay kinematics, relative to some of the common
options.
In the next section of this paper, we discuss polarimetry with hadronic top quarks in full
generality at parton-level, demonstrating the above claim of optimality, and exploring other
aspects such as likelihood-based polarimeters and strategies when no b-tagging information
is available. In Section III we study the stability of the hadronic polarimeters against QCD
radiative corrections and the viability of the shower approximation used in the remainder
of the paper. In Section IV, we verify that the benefit of our optimal construction holds
up in complete events with showering and jet reconstruction, taking as examples heavy tt¯
resonances, chiral stop decays, and continuum tt¯ production in the presence of potentially
CP-violating color dipole operators. The first two of these studies use a substructure proce-
dure derived from the HEPTopTagger [38], with several novel modifications geared toward
improving the mapping between subjets and quarks. Section V contains our conclusions. An
appendix (A) includes a more in-depth discussion of the benefits of our modifications to the
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FIG. 1: The 3-quark top decay system as viewed in the W rest frame (left), and boosted back into
the top rest frame (right). The W ’s polar decay angle in its rest frame is θWhel, and is defined as
the direction of the down-type quark with respect to −bˆ, as indicated in the figure. The cosine
of this angle, cWhel ≡ cos θWhel, is in one-to-one mapping with a rigid body of quark momentum
vectors in top-frame. The Euler angles of this rigid body are the remaining physical degrees of
freedom of the decay, assuming fixed masses, and are fully randomized for unpolarized tops.
HEPTopTagger, as well as polarization measurements with a modified JHU top-tagger [39].
II. HADRONIC POLARIMETRY VARIABLES
A. The Optimal Hadronic Spin Analyzer
The decay angle distributions of unpolarized top quarks are fairly simple to understand.
The top quark undergoes an initial decay into bW+ at a random orientation. The W+ then
subsequently decays, and we will assume that this is into a d¯-quark and a u-quark. Here
and throughout, we will not distinguish down from strange, nor up from charm, and we
will default to calling the d¯-quark simply the “d-quark” without an overbar. The azimuthal
orientation of the W decay is also random, but the polar decay angle viewed within the W
rest frame, commonly called its helicity angle, exhibits a bias due to the polarizations of the
W . It is standard to take the “z-axis” of this decay to be the direction pointing opposite to
the b-quark (zˆ ≡ −bˆ) inW -frame. We will denote the cosine of this angle cWhel, and take the
convention that positive cWhel means that the d-quark is emitted in the forward hemisphere
and the u-quark in the backward hemisphere. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
W ’s polarization causes cWhel to be distributed as
ρ (cWhel) ≡ 3
8
fR (1 + cWhel)
2 +
3
4
f0
(
1− c2Whel
)
+
3
8
fL (1− cWhel)2 , (1)
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where fR, f0, and fL are respectively the fractions of right-handed helicity, zero helicity, and
left-handed helicity W bosons in top-frame. In the V − A electroweak theory, fR is nearly
zero, and
f0 ≃ m
2
t
m2t + 2m
2
W
≃ 0.70
fL ≃ 2m
2
W
m2t + 2m
2
W
≃ 0.30 , (2)
in the approximation mb = 0 and taking mt = 172 GeV. By the approximate CP-invariance
of the decay, anti-tops have a nearly identical distribution.
The introduction of top quark polarization can in principle lead to much richer patterns
in the multidimensional space of decay angles. However, the V − A interaction is again
highly constraining: all polarization-sensitivity is encoded in the direction of the d-quark in
top-frame.1 More precisely, imagine a top quark created in a generic event. The top may be
produced with net polarization due to a chiral interaction (such as single-top production),
and its spin may have correlations with other parts of the event (such as with the spin of
the anti-top in QCD tt¯ production). If we fix everything about the final-state spins and
kinematics of the rest of the event, and trace out over the two possible top spin states, all
of these effects collapse into a single vector which we can dot into the d-quark direction
(dˆ) to determine the top’s differential decay rate. Call this vector ~P . It is the average top
quark polarization as measured in the top’s rest frame for this given set of ambient spins
and kinematics. Its magnitude varies between 0 and 1. This polarization introduces into the
top’s multibody decay angle distribution an additional overall factor 1 + ~P · dˆ. This is the
sense in which the d-quark is a maximal spin analyzer. In particular, when the magnitude
of ~P is 1, the d-quark has zero probability of being found antiparallel to it. (The case of
anti-tops is flipped, and the distribution becomes 1 − ~P · dˆ.) Integrating out all top decay
angles except for the polar angle of dˆ relative to ~P , we would get the usual expression
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θd·P
=
1 + P cos θd·P
2
. (3)
Because the d-quark cannot be uniquely identified, unlike in the analogous leptonic decay,
this maximal spin sensitivity is inevitably lost.2 However, the different particles in top decay
are highly kinematically correlated due to the top and W mass-shell constraints, and the
W polar decay distribution of Eq. 1. We therefore have the opportunity to make geometric
1 We are of course assuming here that the decays are Standard Model-like. The absence of V +A structure
has already been verified to the several percent level at the LHC [40–42]. Weak electric/magnetic moment
operators are also constrained, and will come under much greater scrutiny in the future.
2 Methods for measuring the charge of the progenitor quark do exist, but are not very statistically powerful
for separating charge +1/3 from +2/3 (see [43]). It might nonetheless be interesting to explore what
further gains could be achieved by folding in this information.
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constructions that exploit these correlations. Generally the simplest option is to build some
axis aˆ from the reconstructable kinematics, and use this as a proxy for dˆ. Assuming that
this axis is defined independently of ~P , and integrating out all decay angles except for the
polar angle of this axis relative to ~P , rotational invariance forces
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θa·P
=
1 + κaP cos θa·P
2
. (4)
The parameter κa is called the analyzing power. It is a number between −1 and 1, and
equals the average of aˆ · dˆ. (Again, for anti-tops, take κa → −κa.)
A very common axis choice for hadronic top decays is bˆ, the direction of the b-quark, or
equivalently the direction of the hadronic W (Wˆ = −bˆ). This is, of course, because the b-
quark can be unambiguously identified via b-tagging or kinematics. One way to understand
the b’s sensitivity to top spin is to pretend that the W is stable, and consider decays into
the two dominant W spin states while preserving overall angular momentum. The resulting
analyzing power is κb ≃ fL − f0 ≃ −0.40 (and κW = −κb).
Another common choice is to pick the softer of the two light-quarks in top frame, or
equivalently the quark that is better-aligned with the b-quark. The chance that this choice
picks out the d-quark can be determined from Eq. 1 to be 61%, and the corresponding spin
analyzing power comes out to κsoft ≃ 0.50. (A complete formula for κsoft can be found
in [3].) This is the strongest hadronic top quark spin analyzer that has so far been studied.
Its advantage relative to bˆ has been exploited in tt¯ spin correlation measurements at the
Tevatron [44] in the l+jets channel, and was also shown to have superior performance for
measuring azimuthal decay angle sum/difference correlations in [8].
We can now ask whether κsoft is really the best that we can do in principle, and how
difficult it might be to construct a more powerful spin analyzer. To do this, let us consider
the complete multidimensional decay angle distribution, first assuming perfect knowledge of
the quark identities, and then moving on to the realistic case where the light-quark identities
are lost. For each value of the W helicity angle cosine cWhel, the system of quark directions
(dˆ, uˆ, bˆ) defines a distinct rigid body, and the remaining three angular degrees of freedom are
just this object’s Euler angles. One of these angles, the overall azimuthal orientation of the
system about ~P , exhibits a flat distribution due to the residual rotational invariance. (I.e.,
~P breaks SO(3) down to SO(2).) We will call this φglobal. Note that this angle can usually
be physically defined from the ambient system, and is therefore not simply a “dummy”
variable, even though the top’s decay is not sensitive to it. The remaining two angles can
be parametrized in many ways, for example as θd·P and the relative orientation between
the top decay plane and the plane defined by dˆ and ~P . More generally, we can view this
pair of angles as the spherical coordinates of ~P itself relative to the 3-quark rigid body.
To define these coordinates, start with the system consisting of ~P and the quarks, apply
a global rotation such that the quark vectors lock in to some fixed reference orientation,
and measure the position of Pˆ on the unit sphere. Collectively referring to ~P ’s spherical
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coordinates as ΩP , we get
1
Γ
d4Γ
dcWheldΩP dφglobal
= ρ (cWhel)
1 + ~P · dˆ
8π2
. (5)
When we acknowledge that the d-quark the u-quark are fated to become anonymous
jets, we are forced to identify cWhel ↔ −cWhel. The forward-emitted quark in W -frame
will be harder in top-frame and more separated in angle from the b-quark. Similarly, the
backward-emitted quark will be softer and better aligned with the b-quark. We can therefore
strip the light-quarks’ flavor labels d and u, and replace them with “soft” and “hard.”
This relationship between energies and angles will ultimately be slightly scrambled by QCD
showering, but alternative labeling schemes (such as purely geometric ones) will be closely
related to this one, and we do not need to make these distinctions here. The soft-quark and
hard-quark each has some probability of really being the d-quark:
p(d→ qsoft) = ρ (−|cWhel|)
ρ (|cWhel|) + ρ (−|cWhel|)
p(d→ qhard) = ρ (|cWhel|)
ρ (|cWhel|) + ρ (−|cWhel|) . (6)
Denoting the soft-quark direction as qˆsoft and the hard-quark direction as qˆhard, the full
differential decay distribution becomes
1
Γ
d4Γ
d|cWhel|dΩP dφglobal =
(
ρ (|cWhel|) + ρ (−|cWhel|)
)×
1 + ~P · [p(d→ qsoft)qˆsoft + p(d→ qhard)qˆhard]
8π2
. (7)
We immediately see that all spin sensitivity is aligned with the direction in brackets, which
is just a weighted average of the two quark directions. This is therefore the optimal spin
analyzer direction, and the analyzing power for a given value of |cWhel| is this vector’s length:
~qopt(|cWhel|) ≡ p(d→ qsoft)qˆsoft + p(d→ qhard)qˆhard
κopt(|cWhel|) = |~qopt(|cWhel|)|
≃
√
s4Whelm
2
t (m
2
t − 2m2W ) + (1 + c2Whel)2m4W
s2Whelm
2
t + (1 + c
2
Whel)m
2
W
, (8)
in the limit of vanishing b-quark mass, and defining sWhel ≡
√
1− c2Whel.
Fig. 2 shows the analyzing power of this optimal direction, and for some of the other
choices, as a function of |cWhel|. For |cWhel| = 1, there is essentially no ambiguity: the d-
quark is almost never emitted collinear to theW in top-frame due to the approximate absence
of right-handed W -polarization. We therefore recover in that case the full spin analyzing
power of the d-quark. The opposite extreme is |cWhel| = 0, in which case we have no ability
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FIG. 2: Analyzing powers as a function of |cWhel|: black is qopt, red is qsoft, and blue is the b-quark.
Spin Analyzer Power
lepton/down-quark 1.00
neutrino/up-quark -0.34
b-quark or W ∓0.40
soft-quark 0.50
optimal hadronic 0.64
TABLE I: Integrated leading-order analyzing powers of various top quark spin analyzers.
to discriminate, and must simply perform an unweighted average over the two light-quark’s
unit vectors. The resulting direction will be pointing along Wˆ , but with reduced length
determined by the quarks’ opening angle in top-frame. This length is just the W ’s velocity,
βW ≃ 0.64. In fact, the analyzing power turns out to be a fairly flat function of |cWhel|
except near 1, as a Taylor expansion about 0 yields an accidentally small leading quadratic
dependence (with coefficient roughly proportional to 2m2W (m
2
t − 3m2W )/m4t ≃ 0.15). Since
ρ(|cWhel|) is also largest around zero, the integrated analyzing power is also quite close to βW ,
smaller in ratio by less than a percent. A list of all standard spin analyzers, now including
this new one, is shown in Table I.3
3 We can also consider what we get if we simply take an unweighted sum of the two quarks’ unit vectors in
top-frame. This direction has an analyzing power that roughly averages those of qˆsoft and qˆopt, or about
0.57.
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FIG. 3: Comparisons between the simple angular variable cos θopt and the formally more powerful
Pˆ · ~qopt: individual distributions for unpolarized and 100% polarized tops (left), and the joint
distribution for unpolarized tops (right). Solid lines on the left plot are unpolarized, and dashed
lines are polarized. Black and red respectively indicate cos θopt and Pˆ · ~qopt. The density scale on
the right plot is normalized against the case of perfect correlation between the two variables.
B. Spin Analyzers Versus Likelihoods
While there is no way to form a better spin analyzing direction, there remains in principle
a better way to utilize the information available to us over the full 4D decay phase space.
Given two physics hypotheses that yield distinct likelihood densities over an arbitrary phase
space, we can foliate that space into contours of fixed likelihood-ratios. In the present case,
let us take these two hypotheses to be either unpolarized or polarized along some specific
Pˆ , with the only difference being the ~P · ~qopt term in Eq. 7. Our construction above almost
yields likelihood-ratio contours for a given polarization ~P , but not quite. The likelihood-ratio
contours can be uniquely labeled by Pˆ · ~qopt, whereas the usual spin analysis of Eq. 4 would
form contours of cos θopt ≡ Pˆ · qˆopt. The difference is the length of ~qopt, again the analyzing
power. Were this analyzing power a fixed number (as is the case for dˆ), this difference
would be immaterial, but since it is not we can ask to what extent a simple angular analysis
underperforms the full likelihood analysis. To illustrate that cos θopt and Pˆ · ~qopt are in fact
distinct, we show their distributions and correlations for a simulated set of top quark decays
in Fig. 3.
To make some comparison between the two variables, we can consider their performance
under a standard Neyman χ2 fit in the large-statistics limit. Imagine binning over cos θopt
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or over the likelihood-ratio variable Pˆ ·~qopt, and assigning each bin a gaussian error estimate
equal to the square root of the observed bin count. Suppose that we have unpolarized bin
expectations µi, and that polarization of strength P (along the pre-specified Pˆ ) induces devi-
ations P∆µi with
∑
i∆µi = 0. The ∆µi factors encode the spin sensitivity. A least-squares
fit of P on unpolarized data or data moderately affected by polarization (|P∆µi/µi| ∼< 1)
would yield a characteristic uncertainty
δP ≃
[∑
i
∆µ2i
µi
]
−1/2
. (9)
This carries over to the limit of infinitely-fine bins, and the sum in brackets can be viewed
as a continuous integral over either of the two variables. Applying this formula to cos θopt
is trivial, since µi is flat and ∆µi is a linear slope. The analogous calculation for Pˆ · ~qopt
requires slightly more care, since each value of κopt(cWhel) ≡ |~qopt(cWhel)| yields a different
range over which the contribution is nonzero. The results are
[δP ]cos θ ≃
√
3
N
1
〈κopt〉
[δP ]likelihood ≃
√
3
N
1√〈
κ2opt
〉 , (10)
where N =
∑
i µi is the total sample size.
We can now clearly see in what sense the likelihood-ratio discriminator variable is more
powerful:
√〈
κ2opt
〉
is larger than 〈κopt〉 for any distribution of κopt, so the fit uncertainty
δP for the likelihood-ratio is smaller. However, because κopt is a fairly flat function of cWhel,
and ρ(cWhel) is small where κopt starts to deviate, the fractional difference between
√〈
κ2opt
〉
and 〈κopt〉 is actually only a few parts per mil. Therefore, at least at this idealized level, we
miss very little discriminating power by using angles instead of the formally more powerful
likelihood-ratios.4 Throughout the rest of this paper, we will default to only using ~qopt to
define a spin analyzer direction and ignore its magnitude, with the understanding that this
is nonetheless very close to the most aggressive possible approach. We will return to using
the polarization error estimator introduced in Eq. 9 as we move on to comparing different
observables under more realistic conditions.
4 We can also consider the 2-bin limit, in which case cos θopt and the likelihood-ratio discriminator have
identical distributions, and the effect of polarization is to simply induce an asymmetry of P 〈κopt〉 /2. The
uncertainty that would be returned by Eq. 9 is then δP ≃ (2/√N)(1/ 〈κopt〉), which is also what we would
get by directly applying propagation-of-errors to the asymmetry formula in the moderate-asymmetry limit.
This 2-bin uncertainty is a factor of 2/
√
3 ≃ 1.15 larger than what we would have obtained by fitting the
full linear shape of cos θopt. This ratio is easy to verify in toy monte carlo.
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Before proceeding, it is also interesting to perform a similar analysis on the other common
spin analyzers, qsoft and the b-quark, by replacing, e.g., cos θb with κb(|cWhel|) cos θb = (bˆ ·
~qopt) cos θb. For qsoft, the improvement is again modest, close to 2% relative. For the b-quark,
the improvement is significant, almost 30% relative, yielding slightly better sensitivity even
than qsoft. Most of this improvement comes from the fact that κb flips sign for different
values of |cWhel|, which is corrected for by the 1D likelihood-ratio but not by the simple
angular analysis. However, capitalizing on this improved b-quark spin sensitivity in any case
requires us to have enough information to construct ~qopt.
C. Optimizing Polarimetry Without b-Tags
In most top quark studies, we take for granted the ability to identify b-jets using methods
such as displaced vertices. There is, however, an inevitable degradation as we go to higher
pT ’s due to the collimation of tracks, and it is not currently clear to what extent this
could pose a problem in studies of highly-boosted tops, such as from our heavy tt¯ resonance
examples in Section IVA. So far, tagging b-subjets using displaced vertices is a relatively new
endeavor, but experimental studies look promising [45, 46]. It is also worth noting that even
a loose b-tag operating point remains highly useful, if our main interest is to discriminate
one subjet out of three, rather than to separate a small b-enriched signal from a much larger
light-flavor background. Still, let us consider the extreme case where no tagging is available,
and we are left to identify the b-subjet using pure kinematics. It should be understood that
this is a quite pessimistic situation, and serves as a lower bound on realistic performance.
Indeed kinematic and b-tagging information could likely be combined over quite a broad
range of top pT scales.
Of course, in the simple 3-quark picture discussed in the previous subsections, kinematic
tagging is not difficult. If we pretend that theW resonance peak is a δ-function, then we can
trivially pick out the two light quarks by studying the masses of all pairings. Adding in the
W ’s Breit-Wigner lineshape does not significantly complicate the procedure, as picking the
quark pair whose mass is closest tomW will still be correct the vast majority of the time. The
main context in which a more advanced procedure becomes useful is in real-life measurement,
where in the highly-boosted case the quarks turn into subjets, and their 4-momenta and
pairwise invariant masses become smeared out by QCD showering and instrumental effects.
The naive 4-dimensional phase space then formally becomes extended to 9-dimensional, as
both the top and W resonances are lifted off of their mass shells, as are the nominally
massless quarks. (The smearings can also depend on the overall pT and η of the top-jet,
adding yet two more dimensions.) We will not attempt to tackle the full probability density
over this large space, especially as many of the details are highly dependent on reconstruction
algorithms and detector performance. But we can still make progress by making a few well-
motivated simplifying assumptions, and then employing the same type of strategy developed
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above, namely superimposing unit vectors according to relative probabilities.
It is generally safe to assume that the softest of the three subjets in top-frame is indeed
from the W , and furnishes our qsoft.
5 We then have two candidate assignments for qhard
and the b-quark. The subtlety is that the W decay may produce a quark with Ehard ≃ Eb
in top-frame, and therefore m(qhardqsoft) ≃ m(b qsoft) ≃ mW , in which case there is no way
to unambiguously identify qhard from the b using only kinematics. To properly account for
the ambiguity, we should consider both choices simultaneously, assigning each a probability
based on the twoW candidates’ masses and an assumed joint probability distribution for the
true masses m(qhardqsoft) and m(b qsoft). More specifically, suppose that we order the three
subjets according to their top-frame energy and label them as j1, j2, and j3. We identify
j3 = qsoft, and then form an optimal spin analyzer given the available information,
~qopt → p(W → j1j3)×
(
p(d→ j1|W → j1j3) jˆ1 + p(d→ j3|W → j1j3) jˆ3
)
+
p(W → j2j3)×
(
p(d→ j2|W → j2j3) jˆ2 + p(d→ j3|W → j2j3) jˆ3
)
. (11)
The quantities p(W → j1j3) and p(W → j2j3) are the relative probabilities of the W decay
to have produced j1j3 or j2j3 respectively, and implicitly for j2 or j1 to have come from
the b-quark. The quantities p(d → j1|W → j1j3), etc, are the different light-quark flavor
assignment probabilities as in Eq. 6, conditioned on which choice we made for the two
W -subjets.
To estimate p(W → j1j3) and p(W → j2j3), it suffices to focus on the assumed distribu-
tion of m(qhardqsoft). We have found that folding in more complete information by including
m(b qsoft) does not practically improve the achievable analyzing power. This is likely due to
that fact that, in a coarse-grained viewpoint, the above procedure is telling us to average the
twoW and b assignments when the candidateW masses are close to each, and when they are
far apart to just pick the one closer to mW . The major input here is the W mass resolution
model, which defines “close” and “far.” Practically any function with a prominent peak
of the appropriate width suffices to model the distribution. We take here a Breit-Wigner
lineshape, with the natural width replaced by a resolution-smeared one.
The correctly-paired W peak shape can vary depending on other details of the top-jet,
in particular its overall pT and mass. Different pT ’s can give different resolutions controlled
by the detector’s angular segmentation, while the center of the peak typically shifts in
close correlation with the reconstructed top-jet mass. Dealing with the former requires a
5 In the presence of 4-momentum smearings, we also no longer actually know if the softest jet is really
qsoft versus qhard (though the chance that it is the b-quark is indeed usually very small). This potential
ambiguity is mainly an issue for |cW | ≃ 0, where the two quarks would appear in top-frame with nearly
equal energy. However, note that in this kinematic region, the qˆopt construction weights the two jets
equally anyway. Also, in attempting to use qˆsoft as a polarimeter, we may still make a mistake and pick
up qhard instead, but at |cW | ≃ 0 the two quarks have the same analyzing power.
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detailed pT -dependent resolution model, which we do not pursue, but the latter is largely
corrected for by normalizing out the overall top-jet mass. Consequently, the probabilities
are computed by comparing m(j1j3)/m(j1j2j3) and m(j2j3)/m(j1j2j3) to a Breit-Wigner
over the dimensionless variable m(qhardqsoft)/m(b qhardqsoft). The distribution is centered at
mW/mt ≃ 0.46, and has a fixed width that must be determined by studying the distribution
in monte carlo data with a perfect b-tag.
Since the performance of this method is contingent upon reconstruction details, we reserve
its numerical study for Section IV.
III. QCD RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
So far our discussion has mainly been restricted to a simple parton-level picture, as if
the quarks in the leading-order decay were practically observable (if anonymous) particles.
More realistically, QCD radiative corrections are significant, forcing us to go over from a
parton-level picture to a jet-level picture. In the next section, we will study the implica-
tions in complete LHC events for several new physics scenarios. These studies incorporate
radiative corrections in an approximate way, via the leading-log, pT -ordered parton shower
of PYTHIA6 [47]. As an intermediate step, in this section we consider the corrected decays of
individual tops in more detail, disconnected from any other event activity (an approach that
can be formally justified in the narrow-width limit). In particular, we would like to find out
whether the leading-order construction of the optimal hadronic spin analyzer continues to
offer any gains over the standard analyzers, and to what extent the parton shower accurately
captures their absolute and relative performances.
To facilitate these comparisons, we have written a fast, standalone monte carlo program
for polarized top decay at NLO, using the matrix elements and subtraction scheme provided
in [48].6 We compare this to leading-order simulations in MadGraph5 [57], of e+νe → tb¯ →
6 The code has been validated on several quantities that are computed analytically in the literature, at both
leading and next-to-leading order. The NLO validations include: corrections to the total top [49] and
W decay rates (including individual dipole-regulated contributions [50]), unpolarized W decay kinematic
distributions such as rest-frame thrust and dΓ/dxudxd, the bottom quark energy spectrum [51], the
lepton and neutrino energy spectra [52, 53], corrections to the W helicity fractions from the top decay
(including the ∼ 10−3 shift in fR) [54] by fitting the leptonic polar decay distribution, corrections to
the W helicity angle distributions of bare quarks [55], and the corrections to the lepton and neutrino
analyzing powers [52, 53]. Further cross-checks of the real emission differential decay rates have also
been performed against MadGraph5. Interestingly, we obtain small but significant disagreements with the
numerically-calculated NLO quark and jet analyzing powers of [56] when using their parameter choices
and reconstruction logic. For example, they predict a bare up-quark analyzing power of −0.3167±0.0006,
whereas we predict −0.2927 ± 0.0007. For the soft-jet analyzing power defined with the Durham kT
algorithm, they predict 0.4734± 0.0007 whereas we predict 0.4592± 0.0007.
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(bW+)b¯→ (b(f f¯ ′))b¯ at threshold, with the kinematic width of the top quark set to “zero.”
These samples are then passed through PYTHIA6 with a few restrictions: no QED radiation
(including no ISR), no hadronization, a veto on events with g → bb¯ splittings, and stable b-
quarks. The tops in the MadGraph5 samples are already 100% polarized along the z-axis, but
to make closer contact with our procedures below, we optionally randomize the orientation
of the events and reweight by 1 + cos θd/l. We find that results obtained with/without
this additional step are statistically consistent with each other. Both simulations set mt =
172 GeV, mb = 4.7 GeV, mW = 80.4 GeV, and ΓW = 2.08 GeV. The NLO simulation uses
a fixed αs = 0.108, whereas the shower uses an internal running αs.
It is instructive to first consider the corrections to semileptonic decay. For the lepton
itself, it is well-known that the the radiative corrections are extremely small, tallying to
roughly −0.001 [52].7 In the parton shower approach, the lepton receives a small kinematic
adjustment as the W and showered bottom systems are boosted along the top decay axis
to conserve 4-momentum. The net effect on the analyzing power is nonetheless O(0.1%)
or smaller, effectively in agreement with the NLO calculation. The neutrino and the “b-
jet”/W -boson axis (built either from all recoiling quarks/gluons or from the lepton and
neutrino) receive relatively much larger corrections at NLO: respectively about +0.01 and
−0.01 in absolute magnitude. The shower approximately reproduces the former upward
shift, suggesting that it is indeed mainly a recoil effect. However, by construction, the shower
cannot change the momentum orientation of the radiating bottom system, and therefore
predicts exactly zero shift in b/W analyzing power.
Besides missing this small desensitization of the b/W axis to the top polarization, the
kinematics of the radiation should be correctly modeled up to O(αs) by the parton shower
when integrated over W decay orientations, since PYTHIA6 automatically incorporates ba-
sic matrix-element matching in heavy particle decays [58]. Because these corrections are
incoherently factorized between the t → Wb and W → f f¯ ′ decay steps, they lose any an-
gular correlations between the radiation pattern of the first step and the decay orientation
of the second step. Such effects are suppressed in the soft/collinear regions of phase space
that dominate the emission rate, but it is easy to imagine that their omission could lead
to further percent-scale mistakes when we move on to proper jet reconstruction. Analogous
considerations apply to the parton shower initiated within the W decay.
7 This is due to two facts. First, an analyzing power of unity is an extremum. In particular, it is stable at
linear order to perturbations in the Born amplitudes, which means that the O(αs) Born-virtual interference
correction vanishes. Second, the leading real emission diagram (using purely transverse external gluon
polarizations), where the gluon is emitted off of the b-quark, exhibits the same maximal correlation between
the top spin and lepton direction as is found in the leading-order diagram, independently of the detailed
4-body kinematics. The only nonzero correction to κl at O(αs) comes from the square of the subleading
real emission diagram where the gluon is attached to the top. The correction from interference with the
leading emission diagram also vanishes, again due to the extremization.
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Before considering the fully hadronic decay, it is also possible at this stage to apply the
optimal hadronic polarimeter construction, using the lepton and neutrino as proxies for the
down- and up-quarks. The NLO power drops slightly from the leading-order prediction,
by about 0.005. (The parton shower exhibits an even smaller drop.) The smallness of
this correction is largely attributable to the fact that the lepton analyzing power is nearly
unaffected and that theW polarization state is only corrected at the percent-level [54]. Using
the NLO-corrected helicity fractions in the construction of qˆopt, instead of the leading-order
ones, has negligible impact. It is therefore adequate to continue to use the leading-order
helicity fractions given in Eq. 2 (which also justifiably neglect the bottom mass and W
width).
In order to study the effects of QCD corrections on the fully hadronic decay, we must
introduce a jet algorithm and reconstruction cuts. We consider three approaches: 1) clus-
ter into a 3-body configuration using the Durham e+e− kT measure, as was done in in the
foundational work on this topic [56]; 2) cluster with the “anti-Durham” algorithm, the e+e−
analog of anti-kT [59], with an angular-radius parameter of R = 0.7 and keeping only the
three most energetic jets; and 3) a Cambridge/Aachen-based jet substructure procedure
inspired by the HEPTopTagger [38] (described in full detail in Section IVA), applied to
tops that have been boosted up to 1 TeV transverse momentum. The jet that contains
the b-quark is tagged as the b-jet. For approaches (2) and (3), we only keep events where
the b-quark is clustered into one of the utilized jets/subjets. We further demand that the
reconstructed top mass is greater than 130 GeV and that the ratio between reconstructed W
and top masses lies in the window [50, 110] GeV/mt. For the NLO simulations, we use the
definition of the analyzing powers given in [56], with the overall 1/Γ(t → ud¯b(g)) normal-
ization factor expanded to O(αs), and a similar fixed-order definition for the reconstruction
rate. (The differences with respect to simple ratios are anyway sub-percent.) For approach
(3), where the induced reconstruction biases are not rotationally-symmetric in the top’s rest
frame, and the polar angle distributions of the various spin analyzers are no longer simple
linear functions, we use forward-backward asymmetries (multiplied by two). The differences
between asymmetries in polarized and unpolarized samples serve as simple estimates of the
leading-order and NLO analyzing powers.
Table II contains the results of these comparisons. Three features are notable. First,
the radiative corrections always reduce the analyzing powers, by as much as 10% relative
to their leading-order values. Second, the ratios of the analyzing powers stay much more
stable. In particular, the optimal polarimeter is 25–30% more powerful than the soft-jet for
all simulations and all reconstructions. Third, the parton shower always predicts slightly
higher powers than what is obtained at fixed-order NLO, typically by 0.01–0.02. While there
is certainly some residual O(α2s) uncertainty on the NLO prediction, the consistently smaller
corrections exhibited by the shower are suggestive, especially since it actually uses larger
values of αs (evaluated at the pT scales of parton branchings rather than at mt). It therefore
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3-Body Durham Anti-Durham R = 0.7 C/A Substructure
LO NLO shower LO NLO shower LO NLO shower
reco rate 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.967 0.923 0.890 0.905 0.862 0.836
optimal hadronic 0.638 0.574 0.583 0.630 0.594 0.610 0.617 0.578 0.591
soft-jet 0.505 0.452 0.464 0.492 0.465 0.484 0.489 0.459 0.477
b-jet 0.394 0.375 0.381 0.426 0.411 0.420 0.423 0.403 0.410
TABLE II: Unpolarized event reconstruction efficiencies and analyzing powers of the different
hadronic spin analyzers within simple leading-order, NLO, and parton-showered simulations of
single top quarks. The three different reconstructions labeling the upper column headings are
described in the main text. (The minus sign on the b-jet power is omitted. Absolute monte carlo
statistical errors on all numbers are 0.001 or smaller.)
seems quite possible that the shower is underestimating the full corrections. However, the
magnitude of that underestimate is small in an absolute sense, and the very good stability of
the ratios of analyzing powers suggests that the parton shower is trustworthy for determining
the relative performances of different polarimeters.
IV. REALISTIC EXAMPLES
There are many contexts in which a more efficient hadronic top quark polarimeter may
prove useful in characterizing or searching for new physics. Besides the fact that hadronic
top decays dominate the branching fraction, events with at least one hadronic top often give
us better resolution on the production kinematics, and their full kinematic reconstruction is
unaffected by additional injections of 6ET such as from neutralinos. However, as emphasized
above, realistic analyses with hadronic tops must contend with the added complications of
QCD showering and hadronization. Besides making individual light-quark identifications
extremely difficult, these effects can smear out the measured decay kinematics. This is
in turn compounded by smearings intrinsic to the detectors and combinatoric ambiguities
with other parts of the event. In addition, basic kinematic cuts, crucial to ensure that
the individual jets or subjets are even identifiable, can heavily resculpt the observed decay
distributions. Therefore, it behooves us to take a closer look at how our optimal hadronic
polarimeter fares under such harsh conditions.
In the following subsections, we illustrate the robustness of the optimal hadronic polarime-
ter relative to other hadronic polarimeters within three examples of new physics affecting tt¯
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production in the l+jets channel. The first is a set of 2.5 TeV spin-1 tt¯ resonances, produc-
ing boosted tops with pT ∼ 1 TeV. The couplings can be varied to exhibit purely polarized
tops of either chirality, or unpolarized tops with characteristic spin correlation patterns.
The second example is chiral stop pair production, with masses near the current experimen-
tal lower limit, and producing pairs of polarized semi-boosted tops. The third example is
the introduction of chromomagnetic and/or chromoelectric dipole moment operators, which
imprint themselves as (possibly CP-violating) spin correlations in the tt¯ continuum.
The goal here is not to perform complete phenomenological studies, but to compare
potential polarimetry performance. Consequently, we do not include full categorizations of
backgrounds, which are anyway dominantly top-like, and by default do not include pileup
(though see below). We perform one subset of studies at particle-level (after showering,
hadronization, and hadron decays), and one with a simplified and somewhat pessimistic
detector model, in order to try to bracket realistic performance. The detector model is
similar in spirit to Delphes [60, 61]. All non-leptonic particle energy is deposited in a
0.1× 0.1 granularity “calorimeter” in η-φ space, extending out to |η| = 4.0. Photon energy
is deposited into an ECAL, and fractionally smeared cell-by-cell as (0.05 GeV1/2)/
√
E ⊕
(0.25 GeV)/E ⊕ 0.0055. Hadronic energy is deposited into an HCAL, and fractionally
smeared as (1.5 GeV1/2)/
√
E ⊕ 0.05. (These calorimeter cell energy resolutions are taken
from [60].) Missing energy x and y components are individually smeared by (0.7 GeV1/2)×√
HT , where HT is the sum over all visible transverse event activity. Leptons are treated as
perfectly measured. With this detector model, possible benefits of particle/energy flow are
not exploited, nor is the true segmentation of the ECAL.
At the future LHC, pileup will become a major issue, and we may wonder to what
extent the hadronic observables discussed in this paper can still be faithfully reconstructed.
Some pileup removal strategy should be performed in reality, such as trimming [62], jet
cleansing [63], or one of any number of new techniques that continue to be developed. In
particular, both a recent ATLAS substructure study [64] and the Snowmass 2013 study on
boosted top quarks show the significant benefits of trimming individual top-jets [65], and a
recent study of boosted RPV stop substructure demonstrates a successful application of pre-
trimming the entire event [66]. We have cross-checked all of the analyses below in a scenario
with 140 overlayed pileup events on average,8 and then subtracted using a combination of
(perfect) charged hadron subtraction and event-wide trimming with R = 0.2 anti-kT jets
with a fixed acceptance threshold of 25 GeV. This simple approach by itself is adequate to
largely preserve the pileup-free performance. The lasting effects are 5–10% losses in overall
reconstruction efficiency and percent-scale weakenings of polarization sensitivity. We take
this as good evidence that, regardless of what pileup removal approaches will ultimately
8 To model the min-bias events constituting the pileup, we use PYTHIA 8.1 [67] tune 4C. Poissonian fluc-
tuations about the mean number of pileup interactions are included.
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prove to be the most powerful, the polarization of high-pT hadronic tops should remain
visible.
A. Boosted Tops from Multi-TeV Resonances
One of the simplest new phenomena involving top quarks would be a resonance in the tt¯
invariant mass spectrum. These arise in numerous models, ranging from a simple U(1) exten-
sion of the gauge sector (reviewed in [68]) to theories with a partially composite electroweak
sector (e.g., [69, 70]). The Tevatron and LHC have already conducted many dedicated
searches (including [36, 37, 71]), and current limits on several models extend up to about
2 TeV. With the LHC poised to roughly double in energy, much higher-mass resonances will
become visible. Optimistically assuming that a resonance with large S/B lies just around
the corner, we study the spins and spin correlations of top pairs produced from a 2.5 TeV
spin-1 resonance in the l+jets channel. We implement this model by first generating SM
qq¯ → tt¯ → (lνb)(jjb) events at the 14 TeV LHC with MadGraph5 and PYTHIA6 [47, 57]
in the invariant mass range [2400, 2600] GeV. We reweight event-by-event with the 6-body
matrix elements of the singly-produced resonance. We set Γ/M = 20%, so that most events
contribute with similar weight.
We consider four variations on this model: chiral right-handed couplings, chiral left-
handed couplings, vector couplings, and axial-vector couplings. The chiral models produce
tops in essentially fixed helicity states. The vector and axial-vector models produce tops
with zero net polarizations, but with characteristic spin correlations.
Since the resonance mass is far heavier than the top mass, the tops generated in the
decay are relativistic, and approaches of jet substructure are appropriate. As a first step in
global event reconstruction, and before applying any calorimeter model, we identify mini-
isolated leptons in the event [72]. Mini-isolation works similar to normal isolation, but tallies
only nearby track energy and uses a cone that shrinks with the lepton pT . Here, we take
Riso = min
(
(15 GeV)/pT (l), 0.4
)
. The sum of the transverse energy of all charged particles
inside the cone must be dominated by the lepton: pT (l)/pT (cone) > 90%. (Leptons that
fail this criterion are reclassified as “hadrons.”) The event must have one exactly mini-
isolated lepton with pT (l) > 30 GeV and |η(l)| < 2.5. We then cluster the other particles or
calorimeter cells in the event using the anti-kT algorithm [59] with R = 0.45 in FastJet [73].
At this stage, we kinematically identify the b-jet associated with the lepton by iterating over
all jets with pT (j) > 50 GeV and |η(j)| < 2.5, and keeping the hardest one that satisfies
m(bl) < 200 GeV. We do not insist that this jet carry a b-tag.
The remaining particles or calorimeter cells in the event are then reclustered into fat-jets
with the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm [74] with R = 1.2, keeping fat-jets with pT (fat-
jet) > 300 GeV and |η(fat-jet)| < 2.5. The hardest identified fat-jet serves as our hadronic
top-jet candidate. There now exist many ways to process a top-jet back into a full parton-
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level picture of the decay (for reviews, see [75–77]). We have specifically studied the behavior
of the JHU top-tagger [39] and the HEPTopTagger [38]. One of the main ways in which the
two approaches differ is on the type cutoff used for defining subjets: relative pT for the former
and absolute mass for the latter. The HEPTopTagger also has mt built into its method for
choosing which subjets are usable. Both, as it turns out, can be improved, at least as far as
the accuracy with which they map subjets into quarks at high top boost, and we propose
using modified versions to maximize the quality of polarimetry. Having considered novel
modifications to each tagger, we present here our results with a modified HEPTopTagger.
We find that this yields ∼10% better spin sensitivity than JHU due to a higher efficiency
for picking up relatively soft quarks, which the JHU tagger tends to remove (at least given
the settings we have chosen). However, it should be noted that saving softer subjets for
analysis could become difficult in samples contaminated by non-top backgrounds and/or
pileup. More detailed discussions of the effects of our modifications, and of the JHU tagger,
can be found in Appendix A. In particular, our results with a modified JHU tagger, though
somewhat more biased by the declustering criteria, exhibit very similar relative performances
between the different polarization-sensitive variables considered below.
The HEPTopTagger works by recursively declustering a top-jet, shedding diffuse radiation
along the way, until it resolves structures below some mass threshold. The original algorithm,
tailored to semi-boosted tops with pT ∼ mt, invokes an additional filtering [78] step to further
reduce contamination. The subjet triplet whose filtered mass is closest to mt is kept as the
top candidate. Its surviving constituents are reclustered back into three subjets, which
serve as the proxies for the original quarks, and these can be fed into a set of multibody
kinematic cuts to help discriminate against backgrounds. Our observations in the highly-
boosted regime under consideration here suggests that the original approach is on the one
hand too aggressive at removing radiation, and on the other hand is susceptible to merging
together two quarks into one subjet while creating additional spurious soft subjets. However,
this behavior can be improved with the following modified algorithm:
1. Recursively decluster the C/A fat-jet, as in the original HEPTopTagger, until we
resolve structures with m < 30 GeV. Do not apply a mass-drop criterion. No radiation
is thrown away.9
2. There must be at least three subjets to continue. If there are more than three, consider
only the hardest four in pT . Do not apply any filtering or reclustering.
3. If a 4th-hardest subjet is present but is softer than the 3rd-hardest by a factor of more
than 3, ignore it.
9 As discussed above, an initial pileup removal step, such as charged hadron subtraction and event-wide
trimming, would allow this procedure to survive in a high-pileup environment.
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FIG. 4: Distributions of reconstructed top-jet pT (left) and mass (right) after declustering. Black
is particle-level, and blue is calorimeter-level. No b-tags have been applied. Mass window cuts are
indicated by vertical lines.
4. Attempt to reconstruct the top using the hardest two subjets in combination with
either the 3rd-hardest or 4th-hardest, if the latter exists and is usable according to the
above criterion. The choice that gives a mass closer to mt is used.
5. Apply any desired multibody kinematic cuts to these three “quarks.” (See below.)
For the most part, this is a simplification of the original method, though one new discrete pa-
rameter and one new continuous parameter have been introduced: respectively, the number
of subjets that we consider for the top reconstruction and the allowable relative pT threshold
between the 4th-hardest and 3rd-hardest. These exist primarily to deal with the confusions
presented by FSR/ISR subjets, which can often exceed the pT of the softest quark from the
top decay, and can serve as impostors by combining with the two hardest subjets to form
an object with mass close to mt.
The vast majority of fat-jets successfully decluster into at least three subjets in this
manner. To ensure good-quality reconstruction, the final system must satisfy a top mass
window constraint m(top-jet) = [130, 215] GeV. The pass rate for this cut is nonetheless
substantial: 85–90%. The top-jet pT and mass distributions, with and without detector
effects, are shown in Fig. 4.
We are then left with the task of identifying the b-quark amongst the three subjets, and
making sure that the W is correctly reconstructed. We explore two extreme versions of this:
b-tagging either works perfectly, or we are left to identify the b-subjet using pure kinematics.
For the tagged analysis, we associate to each prompt b-flavored hadron in the event the closest
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FIG. 5: Distributions of reconstructed W boson mass relative to top-jet mass using b-tag subjet
identification (top left), “wrong pairing” b+qsoft relative mass (top right), and subjet-pair rela-
tive mass closer to true mW /mt without a b-tag (bottom). Black is particle-level, and blue is
calorimeter-level. Dashed lines in the first plot are our Breit-Wigner parametrizations for the
untagged W -candidate superposition method. Mass window cuts are indicated by vertical lines.
subjet. We tag any subjet with an associated b-hadron that is closer than the next-closest
subjet. Roughly 97% of our top-jets contain one b-subjet identified in this manner. For
the untagged analysis, we assume that the softest subjet in top-frame is from the W , and
further subdivide our approaches by either making a binary choice for the secondW -subjet or
using the superposition method outlined in Sec. IIC. In both of these, we normalize out the
overall top-jet mass and concentrate on obtaining dimensionless masses nearmW/mt ≃ 0.46.
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To make a binary choice, we consider the two possible pairings that contain the softest
subjet, and pick the one whose dimensionless mass comes closer to this ratio. To instead
perform a superposition of both choices, we assign relative probabilities based on an assumed
Breit-Wigner profile with center at mW/mt and width of 0.06 (0.12) for the particle-level
(calorimeter-level) analysis. In all cases, we further constrain the kinematics by imposing a
cut on the reconstructed W/top mass ratio. For the b-tagged analysis, the ratio must be in
the range [50, 110] GeV/mt. For the untagged analyses, the candidate ratio closer tomW/mt
must be in the range [65, 95] GeV/mt. The efficiencies to pass these cuts are 80–90%. The
cuts are only used here to reduce the effects of outlier events, though they would also serve
to purify out backgrounds if relevant. We show the associated kinematic distributions in
Fig. 5.
We now use the various sets of spin analyzer constructions to study the net helicities of
tops from the chiral resonance decays and the azimuthal spin correlations of tops from the
vector/axial resonance decays. We reconstruct the global semileptonic tt¯ system as usual, by
solving for the neutrino pz’s from ~6ET and ~l, and picking the solution that yields a leptonic
top mass closer to mt. In the case that the solutions are complex, the magnitude of 6ET is
reduced to the point where mT (l, 6ET ) = mW . The tt¯ system is actively boosted to rest, and
then the individual tops are boosted to rest along the resonance decay axis. To measure the
helicity of the hadronic top, we use the polar decay angle of our spin analyzer with respect
to this axis (orienting “+zˆ” along the hadronic top’s direction of motion). Note that the
analyzing powers for antitops are the opposite of those for tops, but the helicities of the
antitops from the chiral resonance are also reversed, so no charge information is required.
To measure the spin correlations, we use the azimuthal angle sum variable introduced in [16].
Since in this case we are not interested in observables sensitive to parity-violation, this can
also be constructed without reference to the top quark charges. (See [8] for a proposal to
measure parity-violating asymmetries with the azimuthal angle sum.) Start by reflecting
the lepton through the tt¯ production plane, defined by the resonance decay axis and the
beam axis. The correlation-sensitive variable is then the unsigned azimuthal angle offset
between this mirror-lepton and our hadronic spin analyzer around the resonance decay axis,
which displays a modulation proportional to the difference between the resonance’s vector
and axial couplings to top: g2V − g2A. To enhance the size of the modulation effect, which
is largest at central production angles in the tt¯ rest frame, we restrict this measurement to
production angles whose cosines are less than 1/2.10 Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the impact of
the resonance’s coupling structure on a handful of representative distributions for various
10 Similar to the helicity measurements, this could also be more highly optimized by using likelihood-based
observables, in this case that account for the fact that the strength of the correlation depends on the
sines of the analyzer’s polar decay angles and the tt¯ production angle. For the centrally-produced tops,
we estimate a possible sensitivity increase of 7%.
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FIG. 6: Examples of reconstructed polar decay angle distributions for different top-jet spin analyz-
ers: optimal hadronic polarimeter (top left), softer light-quark (top right), b-quark (bottom left),
and lepton from the semileptonic side of the event (bottom right). Red indicates right-handed
chirality, and blue indicates left handed chirality. Solid is our most optimistic reconstruction:
particle-level with b-tags. Dashed is our most pessimistic reconstruction: calorimeter-level with
the W reconstructed kinematically using the binary choice method. The chiralities are normalized
according to their relative global reconstruction efficiencies, and such that they average to unity.
hadronic spin analyzers, as well as for the lepton. Note that in the absence of cuts, the polar
angle distributions in Fig. 6 would be straight lines with slopes proportional to analyzing
powers.
To compare the sensitivities of the different measurements, we can apply the fit uncer-
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FIG. 7: Examples of reconstructed summed azimuthal decay angle distributions for different top-
jet spin analyzers paired with the lepton from the semileptonic side of the event: optimal hadronic
polarimeter (top left), softer light-quark (top right), and b-quark (bottom). Red indicates vector
coupling, and blue indicates axial coupling. Solid is our most optimistic reconstruction: particle-
level with b-tags. Dashed is our most pessimistic reconstruction: calorimeter-level with the W
reconstructed kinematically using the binary choice method.
tainty estimator of Eq. 9. A minor difference arises in the complete analysis, in that the
reconstruction efficiencies for different top chiralities are not equal, with right-handed events
being picked up about 10–15% more often than left-handed. (Much of this effect is due to
the cuts on the leptonic side.) Consequently, an unpolarized distribution would not look
like an equal admixture of normalized right-handed and left-handed distributions. We ac-
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Particle-Level Calorimeter-Level
Spin Analyzer b-tag binary W
∑
W b-tag binary W
∑
W
optimal hadronic 0.565 0.471 0.489 0.529 0.400 0.425
soft-jet 0.442 0.430 0.430 0.411 0.385 0.385
b-jet 0.400 0.272 0.345 0.390 0.217 0.319
lepton 0.870 0.834
TABLE III: Effective analyzing powers of the different spin analyzers in the boosted top chirality
discrimination study, using polar decay angles for the polarization-sensitive variables. Different
columns represent different reconstruction assumptions described in the text. The effective leptonic
analyzing power, nominally unity, is shown to illustrate the degrading effects of analysis cuts.
(Absolute monte carlo statistical errors on all numbers are of order 0.002.)
count for this by slightly modifying the constructions of the unpolarized distribution and
the polarization-induced deviation used in Eq. 9.11 Numerically, the effect is small, as the
uncertainty calculation effectively only feels these reconstruction biases quadratically. An-
other minor point is that, for the vector versus axial cases, we are not measuring P ∝ gV gA,
but, as mentioned, something proportional to g2V − g2A. To keep a common ground for these
different types of measurements, and also to divide out the overall statistics of the sample,
we always normalize performance to what we would have obtained using perfect spin ana-
lyzers with no reconstruction biases, but with an equivalent final sample size.12 Rather than
displaying relative fit uncertainties, we display their inverses, so that bigger numbers (closer
to one) correspond to more sensitive measurements. The resulting normalized sensitivities
can be viewed as effective analyzing powers, or effective products of analyzing powers in the
case of correlations.
The full set of effective analyzing powers are displayed in Table III for spin measure-
ments,13 and in Table IV for spin correlation measurements. In all cases involving the
11 In detail, suppose that we ignore the efficiency issue, simply taking the right-handed and left-handed
distributions as normalized templates, and get µi and ∆µi as before. If we subsequently want to correct
for the overall acceptance asymmetry, A, these should be modified to µi → µi+A∆µi, ∆µi → (1−A2)∆µi.
12 While Eq. 9 folds in full shape information for each polarization-sensitive observable, we note that simple
2-bin asymmetry analyses yield very similar relative performances amongst variables, if somewhat reduced
absolute performances.
13 We have also investigated a few other chirality discriminators not listed in the table. The leptonic top’s
visible energy ratio E(l)/
(
E(l)+E(b)
)
[13], appropriate to cases such as SUSY (Sec. IVB) or dileptonic tt¯
where the 6ET is not entirely from a lone neutrino, still yields a substantial effective analyzing power of 0.69,
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Particle-Level Calorimeter-Level
Correlation Analyzers b-tag binary W
∑
W b-tag binary W
∑
W
optimal had. + lepton 0.660 0.554 0.574 0.596 0.426 0.458
soft-jet + lepton 0.513 0.500 0.500 0.449 0.420 0.420
b-jet + lepton 0.468 0.321 0.401 0.442 0.215 0.321
TABLE IV: Effective products of analyzing powers of the different spin analyzers in the boosted
top vector/axial discrimination study, using sums of azimuthal decay angles for the polarization-
sensitive variables. Different columns represent different reconstruction assumptions described in
the text. (Absolute monte carlo statistical errors on all numbers are of order 0.006.)
hadronic top, variables utilizing the optimal hadronic polarimeter are the most powerful,
with the margin depending on the assumptions going into the reconstruction. Comparing to
the next-most-powerful option, qsoft, the most dramatic improvements occur when b-tagging
information is available, amounting to 25–30% relative. This is comparable to the parton-
level expectation of 0.64/0.50− 1 = 28%, though both analyzers exhibit overall degradation
during reconstruction.14 When b-tagging is done through pure kinematics, qopt can be further
degraded, and the relative improvement over qsoft is reduced to the 10–15% range. These
conclusions hold independently of whether we work at particle-level versus calorimeter-level,
or are considering individual spins versus azimuthal spin correlations. Indeed, the b-tagging
is by far the major factor in both absolute and relative performance. We can also see that
the method of Sec. IIC, which in the absence of b-tagging uses a superposition of kinematic
W reconstructions instead of a binary choice, buys a relative improvement in qopt of about
6% at calorimeter-level. For completeness, such a weighted superposition is also applied
or 79% as powerful as a fully reconstructed leptonic top. An untagged hadronic substructure variable was
proposed in [18]. Using the three subjets obtained with our substructure strategy, we find distributions
similar to those in [18], and compute an effective analyzing power of 0.20–0.22. This is weaker than any
of the other hadronic polarimeters studied here. The optimal likelihood-ratio discriminator, studied in
Sec. II B at parton-level, still does not appear to offer any significant gain.
14 It is instructive to look at the parton-level kinematics for events that pass our full set of reconstructions, as
this gives a feeling for how much of the degradation is due to phase space cuts versus wrongly-assigned or
misreconstructed partons. Within the b-tagged particle-level sample, our effective qopt and qsoft analyzing
powers listed in Table III are 8–9% smaller than their parton-level equivalents. (E.g., the power of qopt
for discriminating chiralities becomes 0.61, closer to its inclusive value of 0.64.) The degradations beyond
those induced by the phase space bias appear to be driven by a residual population of ∼10% of the events
where the softest quark in lab-frame is either over-declustered, heavily contaminated, or fully replaced by
an ISR/FSR subjet.
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to the b-quark direction, and interestingly shows quite large improvements of up to 50%
relative to the binary choice.
It is clear, then, that aspects of the optimal hadronic polarimeter can survive jet sub-
structure reconstruction and offer substantial gains in spin studies with boosted hadronic top
quarks. The improvements over other polarimeters are largest when b-tagging information
is available, but persist even when it is not.
To give a sense of numerics for a specific model, consider the KK gluon of [70, 79, 80],
with its mass set to 2.5 TeV. As studied in [72] with very minimalistic cuts, a 300 fb−1
run at 14 TeV could deliver almost 10,000 signal events in the µ+jets channel alone, with
S/B ∼ 2. This would be further enhanced to ∼4 (and the background completely dominated
by continuum tt¯) if any b-tagging were applied. Ignoring the background, and just making
a rough estimate based on pure signal statistics, the polarization could be measured on the
hadronic side to better than 5% precision. The vector/axial content (g2V − g2A)/(g2V + g2A),
which is predicted to be close to zero for this model, could be independently measured to
better than 10% using the azimuthal correlations. Combining polar decay angle measure-
ments from both hadronic and leptonic sides of the event with azimuthal angle correlations
would provide a quite precise picture of the resonance’s couplings.
B. Semi-Boosted Tops from Stop Decays
The supersymmetric partner of the top quark, the stop, continues to be a high priority
target at the LHC. A number of dedicated searches for direct QCD production of stop
pairs followed by decays t˜ → tχ˜01 are now complete [81–86], and could be indicating that
the stop mass is above 700 GeV. Similar to the heavy resonance examples of the previous
subsection, such heavy stops would also produce boosted top quarks in their decays. Here,
we will focus on a stop/neutralino mass point slightly above the experimental limit: mt˜ =
800 GeV, mχ˜ = 0. At LHC14, the cross section for this stop mass is close to 40 fb,
implying over 10,000 events produced in a 300 fb−1 run, before cuts. Prospects to measure
the stop’s effective chirality are then likely very good. Several recent papers have studied
such measurements [26–29], including one that exploits hadronic top polarization [28] in
both l+jets and all-hadronic channels.15 We will now see whether the optimal hadronic
polarimeter can offer any improvements.
For our monte carlo samples, we simulate pure right-handed and left-handed stops in the
l+jets channel with MadGraph5 and PYTHIA6. The LSP is chosen to be bino-like, so that
stop chirality directly translates to the final top chirality. The pT ’s of tops from this sample
peak around 350 GeV. We can consider tops in this region to be semi-boosted, since the ∆R
15 See also [87, 88] for recent phenomenological studies of direct stop pair discovery prospects using hadronic
top-jets.
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Particle-Level Calorimeter-Level
Spin Analyzer inclusive pT < 400 pT > 400 inclusive pT < 400 pT > 400
optimal hadronic 0.452 0.378 0.503 0.440 0.369 0.485
soft-jet 0.338 0.279 0.376 0.326 0.269 0.362
b-jet 0.354 0.310 0.383 0.350 0.305 0.380
E(l)
E(l)+E(b) 0.555 0.539 0.568 0.553 0.537 0.565
TABLE V: Effective analyzing powers of the different spin analyzers in the stop chirality discrim-
ination study, using polar decay angles for the polarization-sensitive variables. Different columns
represent different reconstruction assumptions, and additional cuts to illustrate less-boosted versus
more-boosted pT regions. The semileptonic top energy-ratio discriminator, with parton-level ana-
lyzing power 0.79, is shown to illustrate the degrading effects of analysis cuts and combinatorics.
(Absolute monte carlo statistical errors on inclusive (exclusive) numbers are of order 0.004 (0.006).)
between decay products tends to be larger than normal-sized LHC jets, but the chance of
object merging is nontrivial. Jet substructure methods therefore remain appropriate. To
accommodate the lower boost of the events, we increase the fat-jet radius to 1.5 and decrease
the fat-jet pT threshold to 150 GeV. We also enforce an absolute minimum pT of 30 GeV on
subjets used after the declustering, as softer subjets could be difficult to separate from pileup
noise, and are much more susceptible to measurement uncertainties. Since b-tagging should
not be an issue, we demand a b-tagged subjet within the top-jet candidate. Otherwise, the
reconstruction is identical to the one used in the previous subsection.
Starting from the inclusive l+jets sample, about 40% of the events pass the most basic
reconstruction cuts, such as a mini-isolated lepton and decomposable top-jet with at least
three good subjets. Fig. 8 shows the pT spectrum and efficiencies of the top-jet candidates as
we sequentially demand the b-tag and the top/W mass-window cuts. The figure also shows
the mass spectra of the top-jets andW boson candidates. About 85% of the top-jets contain
a good b-subjet, and 75% of these pass the mass window cuts, leading to a net reconstruction
efficiency of l+jets t˜t˜∗ events of about 25%. The top-jet tagging efficiency exhibits a sharp
turn-on at pT (top-jet) ≃ mt. (Though not typically considered for semi-boosted tops, the
modified JHU tagger exhibits similar performance.)
The chirality-sensitive cos θ distributions (not shown) are qualitatively similar to those
in Fig. 6, though more degraded due to the greater combinatoric confusion and kinematic
bias. The effects are especially felt near cos θ ≃ −1. Because the stop’s rest frame cannot
be uniquely reconstructed, we define the polarization axis as the top’s direction of flight in
lab-frame. The effective analyzing powers (defined in Sec. IVA) are reported in Table V,
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FIG. 8: Reconstructed distributions for declustered top-jets from stop decay, averaging chiralities:
pT raw rate and efficiencies at particle-level (top), mass after b-tagging (bottom left), andW boson
relative mass after b-tagging and top mass window (bottom right). In the pT plot, the black curve
is the raw differential rate before tags or cuts, the solid blue curve is the efficiency for finding a
b-hadron inside a top-subjet, and the dashed blue curve is further multiplied by the efficiency for
passing mass window cuts. In the mass plots, black is particle-level, and blue is calorimeter-level.
Mass window cuts are indicated by vertical lines.
including for reference the semileptonic top polarimetry variable E(l)/
(
E(l)+E(b)
)
[13], and
further breaking down the sample into pT (top-jet) < 400 GeV and pT (top-jet) > 400 GeV to
compare performances in less-boosted and more-boosted regimes. Once again, the optimal
hadronic polarimeter is always the strongest option for the hadronic top. Notably, the qsoft
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polarimeter is highly reduced in effectiveness, since soft objects in top-frame are much more
likely to be missed in lab-frame. The main competition here is the b-quark, which qopt
nonetheless exceeds by 20–30%. For the more-boosted tops, both polarimeters become more
powerful, approaching the results of Table III. For less-boosted tops, the biases induced by
the jet radius and the absolute subjet pT cutoff become more pronounced, and polarization
discrimination uniformly suffers. These observations are largely unaffected by the presence
or absence of the calorimeter model.
With 300 fb−1, and scaling by an assumed b-tag efficiency of 70%, the total sample size
for this study would be about 500 events. The absolute statistical error on the polarization
P using the optimal polarimeter would be less than 0.2, suggesting very high statistical
separation between P = ±1. Of course, this simplistic analysis does not take into account
backgrounds such as tt¯ (l+jets and dileptonic) or tt¯ +W/Z, but leaves ample room for ad-
ditional cuts. It should also be possible to improve both the acceptance and the analyzing
powers for the lower-pT region by supplementing with more traditional tt¯ reconstructions
(i.e., allowing ∆R > 1.5 between hadronic top decay products), or possibly hybrid tradi-
tional/substructure methods (analogous to the two-body hybrid method of [89]). But the
substructure-based techniques discussed here will continue to apply for even heavier stops.
The smaller overall cross sections will be somewhat compensated by higher top-jet recon-
struction efficiencies and improved quality of polarimetry.
C. Color Dipole Moments
New physics in tt¯ production need not arise from the on-shell production of new particles,
but could appear indirectly in the form of higher-dimension operators. A large variety of
these appear at dimension-six (see, e.g., [90]). A set particularly relevant for spin correlation
and CP studies at the LHC are the chromomagnetic and chromoelectric dipole moment
operators (CMDM and CEDM),
∆L = gs
2
Gaµν t¯
[
T aσµν(µ+ iγ5d)
]
t , (12)
with σµν ≡ (i/2)[γµ, γν ]. We have implicitly preserved electroweak gauge symmetry with a
Higgs VEV insertion that is absorbed into the couplings µ and d, which have the dimen-
sions of length, or inverse mass. A recent study of the collider phenomenology of these
operators [8], which we build upon here, noted that a large portion of their effects on tt¯
spin correlations is to induce sine/cosine modulations in the relative azimuthal decay an-
gles of the two tops. (For additional work on color dipole phenomenology, see references
contained therein.) This variable is analogous in construction to the azimuthal-sum that
we studied above in Sec. IVA, though without the mirror-reflection step. After boosting to
the CM frame, we measure the signed relative azimuthal angle offset between the hadronic
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top polarimeter and the semileptonic top’s lepton, as measured counterclockwise about the
hadronic top’s direction of motion. In [8], it was found that comparable sensitivities could
be obtained in both l+jets and dileptonic channels (using two leptons as polarimeters in the
latter case). Given the introduction of a more powerful hadronic polarimeter in this paper,
we can now determine if l+jets becomes even better.
For this analysis, we again use tt¯ pairs produced in MadGraph5 and PYTHIA6 at LHC14,
though now fully inclusively. The effects of the dipole operators are applied via event-by-
event reweightings after generation, keeping only spin correlation effects linear in the new
couplings. Unlike previous sections, we apply a fairly traditional reconstruction strategy.
Jets are clustered with anti-kT R = 0.45, with thresholds of pT (j) > 50 GeV and |η(j)| < 2.5.
We assume a b-tag efficiency of 70%, as well as mistag rates of 10% for charms and 2% for
unflavored. The event must contain at least four jets, at least one of which is tagged. To keep
lepton identification efficiency high, we continue to use mini-isolation instead of traditional
isolation.
The global tt¯ system reconstruction closely follows [8]. We iterate over all possible par-
titions of the lepton and jets into a leptonic top (lνj) and a hadronic top (jjj), includ-
ing at least one b-jet, and considering both of the possible neutrino solutions. (Again,
the 6ET magnitude is reduced if no real solutions exist initially.) In events with at least
two b-tags, each top-candidate must contain at least one. The partition that minimizes(
m(lνj) − mt
)2
+
(
m(jjj) − mt
)2
defines our semileptonic and hadronic top candidates.
To ensure good quality reconstruction, we apply the same hadronic top-mass and relative
W -mass cuts as in Sec. IVA. We continue to use different cuts for b-tagged and untagged
hadronic tops, applying a looser W -mass window when tagged, and a tighter window to the
betterW candidate when untagged. In addition, we requirem(lνj) < 215 GeV. To construct
decay angles when the hadronic top is untagged, we apply the W superposition method of
Sec. IIC to help improve the quality of the polarimetry, again assuming dimensionless Breit-
Wigner widths of 0.06 (0.12) for particle-level (calorimeter-level). The total cross section
passing all cuts is about 1.6 pb (globally normalizing to NLO), and the reconstructed top
pT is peaked near 220 GeV. We therefore pick up a large fraction of semi-boosted events
simply by virtue of our tight jet pT cuts, though this in any case works in our favor since
the effects of the dipoles are largest at high pT . Substructure approaches might also offer
some improvements here, though we have not explored this, and lower-pT tops might be
folded in with more relaxed cuts. With the current set of cuts, a complete analysis including
backgrounds would yield a final sample consisting of more than 80% l+jets tt¯ [8].
Correlating the optimal hadronic polarimeter with the lepton, we find induced cosine/sine
modulations of strength (0.66)µ×mt and (0.56)d×mt for the CMDM and CEDM, respec-
tively. These results are only mildly affected (at the few-percent level) by the presence or
absence of the calorimeter model. Given 300 fb−1 of data, measurements of µ × mt and
d ×mt should be possible with statistical uncertainties of 0.003–0.004. Once again, the al-
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ternative choices for a hadronic polarimeter are less powerful. For the CMDM, the relative
sensitivities of qopt/qsoft/b go as 1/0.71/0.88. For the CEDM, they go as 1/0.75/0.81.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has introduced a new and truly optimal hadronic top quark spin analyzer, and
verified its improvement relative to other hadronic spin analyzers for a variety of new physics
measurements, in a variety of kinematic regimes, and under a variety of reconstruction
assumptions. We envision that this approach can play a role in any polarimetry analysis
that utilizes hadronic top decays. In pursuing high-quality kinematic reconstructions for
boosted and semi-boosted tops, we have also explored some novel modifications to existing
jet substructure techniques.
The basic logic of the optimal polarimeter construction is to generalize the well-known
“softer light-quark” choice to a weighted sum of light-quark unit vectors in the top rest
frame. The required weights are just the relative probabilities of the softer or harder light-
quark to have come from the down-type quark in the W decay. The analyzing power of
this construction integrates to 0.64 at parton-level at leading order, and is fairly stable as a
function of the W helicity angle.
QCD showering and kinematic reconstruction can significantly change the effective an-
alyzing powers. For example, in several cases we have found the soft-quark choice to un-
derperform the b-quark, even though the relationship is reversed at parton-level. While the
optimal hadronic polarimeter also loses some of its power, in all cases we have found it to
consistently outperform the alternatives. The improvement relative to the next-best option
is typically 25–30%. Simulations of individual top decays with full NLO corrections reveal
the same improvement.
We have also studied some further generalizations, including a parton-level likelihood-
based polarimeter, and weighted-sum methods to help improve the effective analyzing power
when none of the jets/subjets are b-tagged. The former method is technically more powerful
than the simpler spin analyzer approach, but yields nearly identical sensitivity. The latter
method appears to offer a small but nontrivial (∼6%) recuperation in the power of the
optimal polarimeter for untagged boosted tops, relative to a simple binary kinematic choice
of b and W candidates.
Boosted tops featured prominently in our studies here, as this kinematic regime is grow-
ing in importance for new physics searches. As a potentially useful offshoot, we developed
modified versions of both the HEPTopTagger and the JHU top-tagger that exhibit better
16 Contrary to the results of [8], qsoft becomes a weaker polarimeter than the b-quark. This may be due to
the harder cuts used in the present analysis.
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mapping onto the 3-body parton-level kinematics, as required for polarization measure-
ments. Both eliminate some declustering parameters (and in some cases introduce new,
more targeted ones), and both appear to continue to perform well at semi-boosted pT ’s.
While in some ways simpler and more kinematically faithful than the originals, the basic
reconstruction requirements and residual radiative pollution still leave their mark as biases
in the reconstructable decay angle distributions. A more systematic study of polarization-
sensitive observables under different substructure strategies is warranted. The more general
behavior of our modified top-taggers, such as their ability to reject QCD jets and the impact
of further cuts on the polarization sensitivity, would also be interesting to follow-up on.
Moving ahead, we can imagine a couple of other directions for future work. While we have
demonstrated robustness under realistic sets of cuts and reconstructions, the analyses here
have only been very coarsely optimized. Better performance might be achieved with more
refined procedures. Within a given analysis, a full matrix element approach in principle offers
the best performance. This would also fold in the effects of transfer functions within the
multidimensional space of top decay angles, and effectively identify more idealized contours
for separating out different polarization or correlation hypotheses. Without committing
to such specifics, the gains introduced by our optimal spin analyzer construction are fully
portable, and universally raise the baseline level of performance. However, it remains an
open question whether an even more optimal general-purpose polarimetry variable could be
constructed, given the additonal kinematic confusions induced by the QCD radiation beyond
just the identities of the light quarks. Certainly any such procedure would be intertwined
with the jet algorithm used to reconstruct the decay, and it is likely that some algorithms
have better optimal performance than others.
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Appendix A: Improving Jet Substructure for Spin Measurements
Optimizing polarimetry with boosted hadronic top quarks requires the application of jet
substructure techniques that can accurately assign radiation back to the individual 3-body
parton-level decay products. Many of the procedures on the market (reviewed in [75–77])
strive to do this anyway, simply to make the best use of the top decay kinematics in discrim-
inating against QCD jet backgrounds. We have nonetheless identified some simple ways to
improve polarimetry performance for both the JHU top-tagger [39] and the HEPTopTag-
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ger [38]. A modified version of the latter serves as our default procedure in this paper, and
is described in detail in Sec. IVA. We now describe our proposed modifications to the JHU
tagger, and briefly illustrate the performance gains in both taggers relative to their default
algorithms.
The JHU tagger is based on a two-stage declustering algorithm, where each stage is
a variant of the “mass drop” method introduced in [78]. Starting with the entire fat-jet
(clustered with the C/A algorithm), the collection of particles is iteratively declustered,
with the softer branch thrown away and the harder branch fed into the next iteration.
The declustering stops when the pT of each branch relative to the original fat-jet is found
to be larger than a threshold δp. An additional parameter δr serves as a collinear cutoff
in the declustering. Typically, δp = 5–10%, and δr = 0.1–0.2. If the initial declustering
successfully yields two hard branches according to δp before hitting the cutoff δr, these
branches individually undergo a second stage of declustering. If both of these succeed, we
have four subjets. If only one succeeds, we fully reconstitute the failed branch and work
with three subjets. If both fail, we veto the jet. The sum of these subjets serves as the
top-jet candidate. The original method, which assumes no b-tagging, further attempts to
kinematically identify the W by finding the subjet-pair that best reconstructs mW , and also
places a cut on the reconstructed |cWhel| to help reject backgrounds.
To improve the performance of the JHU top-tagger for polarimetry (and likely in more
general contexts as well), we recommend the following changes:
1. Set δr → 0, removing one continuous parameter.17
2. In cases with four subjets, reconstitute into exactly three subjets by looking at the two
branches found at the first declustering stage, and undoing the second-stage declus-
tering of the lower-mass branch. We have the option to immediately use these subjets
as our quark candidates.
3. Or attempt to further refine by considering alternative top reconstructions. In cases
with four subjets, try to combine the two hardest with either the 3rd-hardest or 4th-
hardest. If the declustering instead yields three subjets, try to break down into four
17 The omission of this parameter opens the possibility of collinear-unsafety of the procedure. For top decays,
this is not actually a problem given the additional steps and demands on goodmt andmW reconstructions.
But for QCD background jets viewed at fixed order, a 2-parton final state would never pass the tagger,
whereas adding in a hard collinear splitting would give it an opportunity. To the extent that this could
pose a calculational problem, or significantly raise the rate of QCD backgrounds in situations where they
are important (such as studies with all-hadronic top pairs), an additional boost-invariant cutoff on the
declustering could be applied as a regulator. For example, a pT -scaled δr cut or veto on declusterings below
some mass threshold would each serve such a purpose. A weak cut on |cWhel| might also be adequate, even
without an explicit declustering cutoff. At a bare minimum, the calorimeter segmentation can effectively
act to replace δr.
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by running another declustering stage on the most massive one, and similarly consider
subsets of three. Amongst these alternative reconstructions and the nominal one in
step (2), pick the one that best reconstructs mt.
4. Apply any desired multibody kinematic cuts to the three “quarks.”
The first and second steps yield increased efficiency and a tighter top-jet mass peak at mt.
The third (optional) step cures a minor problem with the original tagger, wherein one of
the first-stage branches consists of FSR/ISR and the other branch contains the entire top
decay. This comes at the “price” of introducing mt explicitly into the declustering, in a
manner that is essentially equivalent to what is done in the HEPTopTagger approach.18
The reconstruction rate of events within top and W mass windows further increases by
about 10% when this last step is applied.
We now use the 2.5 TeV tt¯ resonance monte carlo sample to compare four substructure
variations: JHU and HEPTopTagger with/without our modifications. In all cases we treat
the 3-body kinematics as in Sec. IVA, replacing and in some cases eliminating the original
cuts (such as JHU’s |cWhel| cut and HEPTopTagger’s m23/m123 cut). We focus on particle-
level events with perfect b-tagging. The original JHU tagger is run with δp = 0.05 and
δr = 0.19, and the modified version uses the same δp. In events where the original JHU
tagger yields four subjets, we use a simple recombination prescription to get back three:
keep the recombination that maximizes the velocity of the slowest subjet as viewed in top-
frame. (The exact recombination method is not crucial.) For the HEPTopTagger, we use
the original parameters in [38].
Fig. 9 shows the reconstructed top-jet mass and W candidate relative-mass under these
different treatments. The improvement in the top-jet mass peak for both algorithms is clear.
Notably, while most of the approaches use mt explicitly and are therefore prone to artificially
“sculpt” a top peak, theW peak almost always comes out well-reconstructed without further
input. The original HEPTopTagger displays a population of events with a relative W mass
near 0, which usually arise when the algorithm accidentally clusters two quarks together
and splits one in half. Our modifications cure this pathology. The final modified algorithms
give very similar distributions, and in particular the core of the top mass peak comes out
nearly identical. However, HEPTopTagger captures more events above and especially below
the peak, leading to a 15% higher total efficiency. These added events include cases with
fairly soft wide-angle subjets missed by the JHU δp criterion.
To get a sense for the quality of polarization measurements, we show in Fig. 10 the distri-
bution of cos θopt in the original unpolarized event sample, as well as the absolute difference
18 Yet another approach, which also implicitly requires introducing mt, is to shrink the jet cone as R ∝
mt/pT . This was done in a coarse manner in the original JHU tagger paper, and was explored more
systematically in the Snowmass 2013 study [65].
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FIG. 9: Distributions of reconstructed top-jet mass (left) and W boson mass relative to top-jet
mass after b-tagging and top mass window (right). Black is HEPTopTagger, and red is JHU top-
tagger. Solid are our modified algorithms, and dotted are the default algorithms. All simulations
are particle-level.
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FIG. 10: Distributions of cos θopt without polarization (left) and the discrepancy between subjets
and quarks (right). Black is HEPTopTagger, and red is JHU top-tagger. Solid are our modified
algorithms, and dotted are the default algorithms. All simulations are particle-level.
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between the reconstructed and parton-level values. For a perfectly unbiased measurement,
the rate should be flat over cos θopt. We see that, before modification, the HEPTopTagger
displays a spurious peak at cos θopt ≃ −1 and a broad tail of misreconstructions, correspond-
ing to the pathological events. After modification, the distribution is much flatter, and the
discrepant tail is removed. After modification, both algorithms show similar resolution on
cos θopt, and similar reconstruction rates for cos θopt > 0. However, JHU loses efficiency at
cos θopt < 0, again where emission against the top’s boost tends to cause objects to become
too soft to be resolved.
When we apply the event-by-event reweightings for resonances and rerun the sensitivity
estimates of Sec. IVA, the modified JHU tagger yields about 10% weaker sensitivity to
helicity and comparable sensitivity to azimuthal spin correlations. These numbers do not
account for the total efficiency, which gives HEPTopTagger an added advantage of ∼8%.
The relative performances of different hadronic spin analyzer choices remains quite similar,
though for JHU qsoft weakens and becomes more comparable to the b-quark, similar to what
we see in semi-boosted studies when arbitrarily soft quarks cannot be reconstructed.
We issue a final word of caution that, although we have rewritten and retuned the two
top-taggers (in fact borrowing ideas from one another), the results here have not been
systematically optimized. The inclusion of backgrounds and pileup might also change our
conclusions, in particular the ability to use soft subjets. Other tagger approaches would also
be worth exploring, though we have specifically focused on HEPTopTagger and JHU due
to their ability to systematically weed out contaminating radiation, even when it is harder
than the softest top decay products.
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